
SPECIAL 4CHAN MAHJONG SOUL TEAM 

INVITATIONAL SHOWDOWN 

/v/ vs /jp/ vs /a/ vs /u/  

TOURNEY LOBBY 785777 (check’d) 

31.08.2019 STARTING AT 3:00 PM GMT 

BASIC INFORMATION (actually read those) 

1. This is not a standard tournament, treat it as a publicity stunt in between 

4th and 5th tourney (this one will come near the end of September). It will 

take place during a single day. 

2. If anyone here watched first season of Saki anime, then you know the drill, 

for everyone else I’ll explain the rules. 

3. Four teams representing four mahjong related boards will assemble five 

members each, and assign them roles: Vanguard, Sergeant, Lieutenant, Vice 

Captain and Captain (representing playing order, from 1st to 5th). 

4. Each team starts with 100000 points, and this amount does not refill in 

between matches - result is carried over to the next game. This means you 

will probably have to clean after your teammates blunders. 

5. Since this tourney is going to be played for lulz, PLAYERS ARE GOING TO 

BE ABLE TO PLAY AFTER GOING DOWN TO NEGATIVES (to avoid unlikely 

scenario of terminating the tourney during 3rd hanchan, but remember - 

humiliation will stay). 

6. After careful consideration and analyzing thousands of tourney replays, we 

decided that AKADORAS ARE BACK INTO PLAY (now and in further 

tourneys). Also, each hanchan will end only after passing of the s4 round. 

(Meaning there is no “forced end if you are 1st and win orasu as the dealer). 

7. Make it known once and for all which board has the best grasp on the flow. 

8. Main way of communication will be as always the channel #yakuman/v/irgins 

on irc.rizon.net - https://rizon.net/chat use this if you don’t use standalone 

IRC client. 

9. After each match there will be a 10 minute recess, during which I am going 

to prepare stuff for the next match. Since each hanchan will take +- 45 

minutes, I’d like for you guys be prepared for your turn at every full hour 

(15:00 for 1st match, 16:00 for 2nd etc.) 

10.  Tournament is going to be showcased and commentated on the usual 

streaming platform, link is going to be posted on IRC and the thread before 

and during the match. 

https://rizon.net/chat


OFFICIAL TEAM ROSTERS 
 

Lorem ipsum 

Team /v/ 
IRC: #/v/Mahjong 

Vanguard: NullProphet  

Sergeant: ohheck 

Lieutenant: Freesham 

Vice Captain: JoanElise 

Captain: rigged 

[*] RIP Sanny, he will be 

remembered ;_; 

 

Team /a/ 
IRC: #/a/Mahjong 

Vanguard: Maria33 

Sergeant: guano 

Lieutenant: ZZZ 

Vice Captain: Aki 

Captain: Meido 

/a/ Reserve: RisingBob 

 

INFORM ME ASAP (ON IRC) if 

somehow you can’t make it on 

your match and would like to 

request another hour. 

 

Team /jp/ 
IRC: #/jp/Mahjong 

Vanguard: Danchi 

Sergeant: Nuxoz 

Lieutenant: UNIVERSE 

Vice Captain: Marisa 

Captain: Reimu 

 

 

 

Team /u/ 
IRC: #/u/Mahjong 

Vanguard: 名無し 

Sergeant: Cleopatra 

Lieutenant: Gal 

Vice Captain: Kress 

Captain: Lbstr 

/u/ Reserves: Floop 

 

All of the IRC channels are on the 

irc.rizon.net network. 

There is workflowy link in the topic, 

use it to brainstorm your ideas 



 

CO-COMMENTATORS 

1st match: Nuxoz 

2nd match: mib 

3rd match: Kress, Cleopatra 

4th match: rigged 

5th match: Yotsugi 

For voicecom, please download Mumble (light, easy to use, cancer-free voip 

communicator): https://wiki.mumble.info/wiki/Main_Page 

I’ll give you the address of my server on the day of the tournament. Make sure 

your mics are tested and push-to-talk set on. You can also drop by before the 

tournament to test things on and say hi. 

TO DO LIST FOR EACH TEAM: 

1. Each player to prepare a small (256x256) picture which will be his avatar 

(shown on the stream instead of small portraits of MJS girls). 

2. Each team to prepare sound files: two short ones: one for dealing in, one for 

winning a hand, a RIICHI song and an anthem (song related to your board). 

3. One banner/poster representing your team (preferably with something that 

will represent each player on it). 

4. A triangular in shape section of custom game mat, representing your board 

and the best memes. Edit this file (https://i.imgur.com/0yGlmfX.jpg) and 

make a cutout (https://i.imgur.com/rDgIeYJ.png) and fill it with whatever 

you want (just make sure there will be a board sign in the middle). Remember 

that certain part of triangle is going to be obscured by point-square in the 

middle. Resize the base file to 2048x2048 if you need more space. 

5. There will be a link in each team irc channel to workflowy site, you can use it 

to brainstorm ideas and link me finished things. 

6. If you want to, during each player introduction, I can showcase your “proof 

of devotion” on stream - this is not mandatory, and by default the answer 

will be “no”. Notify me on irc about that. 

I am not forcing anyone to do all of the above, but I think it will be cool and more 

fun to watch/participate in. Use workflowy links in the channel topics to 

brainstorm your ideas. There is no deadline, if something will be missing then we’ll 

have to do without it. 

https://wiki.mumble.info/wiki/Main_Page
https://i.imgur.com/0yGlmfX.jpg
https://i.imgur.com/rDgIeYJ.png


MATCHES AND RESULTS: 

 

Vanguard Match: 3:00 PM GMT 

Team /v/: NullProphet  83700 

Team /a/: Maria 33  109400 

Team /jp/: Danchi  111400 

Team /u/: 名無し  95500 

 

 

Sergeant Match: 4:00 PM GMT 

Team /v/: ohheck  58500 

Team /a/: guano  130800 

Team /jp/: Nuxoz  111000 

Team /u/: Cleopatra  99700 

 

 

Lieutenant Match: 5:00 PM GMT 

Team /v/: Freesham  55600 

Team /a/: ZZZ  121500 

Team /jp/: UNIVERSE  113400 

Team /u/: Gal  109500 



 

 

Vice Captain Match: 6:00 PM GMT 

Team /v/: JoanElise  59200 

Team /a/: Aki  102300 

Team /jp/: Marisa  113900 

Team /u/: Kress  124600 

 

 

CAPTAIN MATCH: 7 PM GMT 

Team /v/: rigged  43500 

Team /a/: Meido  109400 

Team /jp/: Reimu  108100 

Team /u/: Lbstr  139000 WINRAR 

 


